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Ground and neutral
As the neutral point of an
electrical supply system is
often connected to earth
grâ€¦

Net neutrality
Net neutrality is the principle
that Internet service
providers treat all data on the
Internet the same, and not
â€¦

ADJECTIVE

neu·tral
[Ëˆn(y)oÍžotrÉ™l]

1. not helping or supporting either side in a conflict, disagreement, etc.; impartial.
"during the Second World War, Portugal was neutral"
synonyms: impartial · unbiased · unprejudiced · objective · [more]

2. having no strongly marked or positive characteristics or features.
"the tone was neutral, devoid of sentiment" · [more]
synonyms: inoffensive · bland · unobjectionable · unexceptionable · [more]

3. chemistry

neither acid nor alkaline; having a pH of about 7.

4. electrically neither positive nor negative.
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Neutral Axis
Neutral axis definition, an imaginary line
in the cross section of a beam, shaft, â€¦

Neutral Ground
Neutral ground definition, a median strip
on a highway or boulevard, especially â€¦

Neutral Density
Neutral density definition at
Dictionary.com, a free online â€¦

Neutral Corner
Neutral corner definition, either of the two
corners of the ring not used by the â€¦

Asian
Asian definition, of, ... Similarly, the term
Asiatic is usually offensive when â€¦

Neutral | Define Neutral at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/neutral
of or belonging to a neutral state or party: neutral territory. of no particular kind,
characteristics, etc.; indefinite: a neutral personality that made no impression whatever; a
sex-neutral job title.

See results only from dictionary.com

Neutral | Definition of Neutral by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/neutral
Neutral definition is - one that is neutral. How to use neutral in a sentence. one that is
neutral; a neutral color; a position of disengagement (as of gears)â€¦

Neutral - definition of neutral by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/neutral
Define neutral. neutral synonyms, neutral pronunciation, neutral translation, English
dictionary definition of neutral. n. pl. Neutral or Neu·trals A member of a confederacy of
Iroquoian-speaking Native American peoples formerly â€¦

Neutral | definition of neutral by Medical dictionary
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/neutral
the state exactly between two opposing values, qualities, or properties. For example, in
electricity a neutral state is one in which there is neither a positive nor a negative charge;
in chemistry a neutral state is one in which a substance is neither acid nor alkaline. See
also acid, base, pH.

Neutrality legal definition of neutrality - Legal Dictionary
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/neutrality
Definition of neutrality in the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and
encyclopedia. What is neutrality? Meaning of neutrality as a legal term.

Neutrality | Definition of Neutrality by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/neutrality
Neutrality definition is - the quality or state of being neutral; especially : refusal to take
part in a war between other powers. How to use neutrality in a sentence.

neutral - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/neutral
Commonly used to describe a person who doesnâ€™t pick sides in disputes, neutral
also pegs anything that refuses to be bold: the color beige, bland clothing, people with no
preferences on where to eat for dinner.

Neutrality | definition of neutrality by Medical dictionary
https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/neutrality
Looking for online definition of neutrality in the Medical Dictionary? neutrality
explanation free. What is neutrality? Meaning of neutrality medical term.

NOUN

1. an impartial or unbiased country or person.
"Sweden and its fellow neutrals" · [more]

2. a neutral color or shade, especially light gray or beige.

3. a disengaged position of gears in which the engine is disconnected from the driven
parts.
"she slipped the gear into neutral"

4. an electrically neutral point, terminal, conductor, or wire.

More definitions, origin and translations
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Neutral definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/neutral
Neutral definition: If a person or country adopts a neutral position or remains neutral ,
they do not support... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

Neutrality | Define Neutrality at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/neutrality
Neutrality definition, the state of being neutral. See more.

neutral (adjective) definition and synonyms | Macmillan ...
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/neutral
Define neutral (adjective) and get synonyms. What is neutral (adjective)? neutral
(adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary
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